Synopsis

The Day I Got My Pink Mustache is a book for anyone who is interested in becoming a rideshare driver. I share some stories of my experiences as a driver and reveal some critical strategies I used to maximize my rideshare earnings.
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Customer Reviews

I follow Alex Castro on Youtube and that's how I heard about this book. I think its great that the author created this short book for the rideshare audience. It's not so long that it becomes tedious to read like an instruction manual. It is to the point and doesn't use a lot of seasoned rideshare driver jargon. There are some things I had already discovered by reading countless forums and articles regarding rideshare driving. But, there are other things that I was learning for the first time. This book is geared more towards newbies or drivers that feel they need a bit of experienced advice. Either way I liked the book and the author did well for being a first time author. You can search through countless forums but will still not find all the info that you can discover in this book. Great Job, Alex! I look forward to other books in the future bringing more of your great ideas and tips on supplementing income.
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